Induction Hardening for Wind Turbine Bearing Rings
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As installed capacity and component size continue to grow in the wind sector, induction hardening is a cost- and time-efficient method to meeting demand. As demand for gear rings and bearings increases, so will the need for more sophisticated induction hardening solutions.

It seems nothing — not even a worldwide financial crisis — can stop the rise of wind energy. The 2008-12 global recession did slow the sector’s growth — to the extent that 2013 resulted in the wind industry's first-ever contraction (in terms of added capacity). But as figures from the Global Wind Energy Council (GWEC) show, wind energy is back in a big way.

According to GWEC, 2014 “set a new record for annual installations,” with “51,477 MW of new wind generating capacity . . . a 44 percent increase in the annual market.” That growth, the Council reported, pushed cumulative global wind energy installations to 369,553 MW at the end of 2014. But the news gets better. According to Steve Sawyer, secretary general of the GWEC, wind energy is poised for continued growth through the end of the decade, with annual installations reaching 60 GW (60,000 MW)/year by 2018, and supplying 6–7 percent of global electricity supply by 2020, up from about 3 percent at present. Denmark already got 39 percent of its electricity from wind last year; Spain, 20 percent; Germany, almost 10 percent; the U.S., 5 percent.7

So far, so good. But how can companies in the gear, heat-processing and related industries win a slice of this burgeoning market? One approach is to harness the advantages of induction heating as a hardening method.

Take large bearing rings, for example. Such rings must obviously be hardened in order to increase hardness and improve wear resistance. But there are major drawbacks with the case hardening and through-hardening methods still widely used today. The former, case hardening, involves a carburizing process that can take hours — even days — to complete. Then comes quenching, typically in a brine or oil bath (hardly an environmentally sensitive procedure), followed by hydrogen expulsion. The part is then subjected to yet another production stage — annealing in a separate oven. Through-hardening with ovens follows a similar process, except the outcome is a part that is hardened through its entire cross-section.

There is one major disadvantage accompanying both traditional case and through-hardening — excessive heating times. This not only increases labor and energy-consumption costs, but also results in distortion, which in turn leads to subsequent re-working costs.

Induction hardening, however, can go a long way toward minimizing or even eliminating these problems, primarily because of the method's extremely quick heating times. This results in energy-consumption cost savings and reduced overall process times. Induction hardening practices also facilitate integration of the hardening process into the overall production flow, thus eliminating the time and costs associated with moving parts off site or extracting them from the line. The process also keeps re-working costs low, due to the ability of induction heating's fast heating cycles to minimize distortion.

The inductive surface hardening of large rings and bearings can be grouped into three categories: scanning with a soft zone; scanning without a soft zone; and single-shot hardening. The first two categories refer to a process where an induction coil, or coils, scans (i.e. moves) around a ring or bearing. However, using only a single coil results in a soft band in the ring. This is caused by the induction coil, as it completes its circuit of the ring, re-heating the zone it began from, essentially tempering the metal. Such a soft zone (sometimes also called seam, slip, or spot) is not a problem itself, provided the ring will be used as a ‘pure pivot’ bearing. With such bearings, a loading regime can be selected which includes not loading — or only minimally loading — in the soft zone. But rings with soft zones are not suitable for full rotary applications, as the tempered band is prone to failure. So how can induction heating be used to harden the rotary bearings found in wind turbines? The answer lies in the carefully coordinated use of multiple induction coils. In a process patented by EFD Induction, the hardening operation is broken into four distinct steps (Figure 1a–d):

• Step 1 — Two coils (on the right of the ring in the diagram) heat the start-zone. Once the desired temperature is reached, quenching of the start-zone begins. The coils then move around the ring, heating it.
• Step 2 — A stationary coil begins pre-heating the end-zone (on the left in the diagram). The two scanning coils advance towards the end-zone, heating the ring along the way.
• Step 3 — The stationary coil moves away as the two coils approach the end-zone.
• Step 4 — The two coils move away once the desired temperature has been reached in the end-zone, and quenching begins.
Such “seamless” hardening is a proven and highly successful hardening method for even the largest rotary bearings. But it does call for sophisticated control software, advanced coil engineering, and strict adherence to numerous procedural parameters.

The third category of inductive surface hardening for rings is ‘single-shot’ hardening. As the name suggests, this method involves heating the entire ring with a single pulse of energy applied via a single coil. Single-shot inductive surface hardening is however limited to rings with a maximum diameter of 2,000mm. Anything above this size is not economically viable with currently available technology because of the dimensions and complexity of the power converters, handling equipment, and quench systems required. On the positive side, single-shot hardening is an optimum method for the large gears used in wind turbines.

Inductive gear hardening can be grouped into three processes: tooth-by-tooth (also known as “tip-by-tip”), gap-by-gap, and spinning. However, induction heating of wind turbine gears typically involves the first two processes, as they are better suited for such gears’ large modules (greater than 4mm). Module size is one of the most critical parameters in induction hardening in that it determines the power rating of the induction heater and the frequency employed. The basic rule is that frequency decreases with increasing module size.

Tooth-by-tooth induction hardening is typically used for less highly loaded gears. Depending on the metal used, tooth-by-tooth inductive hardening delivers approximately 80–100 percent of the roller hardness achieved by case hardening. But there are issues with the process. End-edge effects brought about by the interaction of eddy currents and tooth profiles can result in a tooth base permanent hardness that is 20 percent lower than that achieved by through-hardening. Another issue is that of thermal conduction. This is a particular concern when heating tips and flanks, as the small mass of metal in these areas facilitates easy heat transfer. The fear is that transferred heat will cause “tempering back” — softening parts of the gear that have already been heated. The risk of tempering back is obviously larger when hardening small- and medium-sized teeth. When hardening larger teeth, the metal mass at the core of the gear acts as a heat sink.

Gap-by-gap induction heating eliminates the problem of the end-edge phenomenon, as the complete tooth gap is hardened as a contour. The hardness values offered by the gap-by-gap method are impressive, reaching 80-100 percent of the permanent roller hardness, and 80-85 percent of tooth base hardness, achieved by case hardening. Minimum module size for this method is usually 6mm, although 5mm can be hardened in exceptionally circumstances. Whatever the module size, gap-by-gap hardening requires precision and expertise. Coupling distances between the teeth and the induction coils, for instance, can be as little as a few tenths of a millimeter. Thus today’s induction hardening systems come with electronic control systems and advanced coil-positioning technologies. But some distortion-minimizing strategies are surprisingly simple. Teeth can, for example, be hardened out of sequence instead of consecutively in order to prevent excessive heat concentration in specific zones.

While predicting the future is ill-advised, it seems reasonable to say that wind turbines are destined to become an indispensable part of the world’s energy mix. And as demand for gear rings and bearings increases, so will the need for more sophisticated induction hardening solutions. Consider, for instance, the challenge posed by the ever-increasing size of
the main bearing used in today’s turbines. Such bearings typically have diameters of 2,000–3,000mm. But as wind turbines with power ratings in excess of 5 MW become more commonplace, so will main bearings with diameters above 4,500mm. Only induction heating has the technical capabilities to meet such challenges — at least in a way that is financially feasible and capable of meeting stringent quality standards.]
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